BEARING & DRIVE SYSTEMS
IS YOUR PREMIER SOURCE FOR BEARINGS
AND POWER TRANSMISSION COMPONENTS.

Our massive inventory, combined with an experienced sales staff, is ready to help you fill orders today with everything from the most common ball bearing to an obsolete special bearing, coupling, chain or modified bearing that your customer needs.

Since 1983, Bearing & Drive Systems has provided quality bearings, chain, couplings, sprockets, sheaves and linear shafting to distributors worldwide. We do not solicit or supply end user or O.E.M. businesses. This dedication provides our customers with a reliable and trustworthy source for bearings, power transmission equipment and linear shafting.

Bearing & Drive Systems and Bearings Manufacturing Company are both ISO 9001:2008 Certified.

- Distribution sales only, ABSOLUTELY no end user sales
- Extensive counterfeit bearing prevention program
- BDS offers distributors a new service “GSN” to source hard to locate bearings from our worldwide network
- BDS has been in business 30 years servicing the distribution industry
- Our shafting division cuts and machines to print round linear shafting. We stock shafting both inch and metric from 1/4” diameter to 4” diameter
- Class 1000 Clean room with extensive relube capabilities
- Extended business hours from 7am to 7pm EST with same day shipments until 6:30pm EST

Phone: 800-772-2479  Fax: 440-846-5560  E-mail: sales@bdsbearing.com
MANUFACTURER LISTINGS

We at BDS know you require quality products at a competitive price along with same day service. This level of commitment ensures customer satisfaction, which is our ultimate goal. BDS stocks bearings and accessories from many manufacturers, including:

Andrews  IKO  Nachi  Schatz
Astro     INA  NDH  SKF
Barden    ISO  NHBB SMT
Bower     Kahr Nice Steyr
Browning  Kaydon NSK Smith
Dodge     Killian NTN SMT
Fafnir     Koyo ORS Thomson
FAG       Kubar  RBC  Timken
Heim      Link-Belt  Radial  Torrington
Hoover-Balls  McGill Rexnord
Hyatt     MPB  RHP
IJK       MRC  Rollway

*BDS is not an authorized distributor for any brands listed above.

WHAT WE PURCHASE

- BDS will purchase all types of bearings: Ball, Roller, Needle, Taper, and Mounted Units.
- BDS will purchase all types of Power Transmission Material, Chain, Couplings, Gear Boxes and other related equipment.
- All material must be new and unused; the condition of the material can be determined at the time of inspection.
- Our goal is to eliminate the need to buy back or restock items that are no longer usable or profitable to you.

BDS BUYS FROM

BDS will purchase surplus stock from Distributors, Original Equipment Manufacturers, and relocated or closing Manufacturing facilities.

BDS CAN HELP WHEN

Your customer requires you to “Buy Back” inventory. Here’s how:

- BDS can purchase the material directly through your company.
- With your direction and assistance, we can purchase the material directly from your customer.
- BDS can conduct all negotiations with your customer as an independent source that you have provided for the express purpose of purchasing excess inventory.

We understand that each situation is fairly unique; BDS can customize a solution to fit the needs of you and your customer.

HOW TO RECEIVE AN OFFER ON YOUR LIST?

To determine the value of the inventory, BDS can quote you a price from a prepared listing, conduct a visual on-site survey, or have the material shipped to us for evaluation. We pay all inbound freight charges from your location to our facility.

At a time when inventory reduction is a corporate goal, BDS can help you help your customer reduce obsolete inventory without making it a problem passed on to you.

Phone: 800-772-2479  Fax: 440-846-5560  E-mail: sales@bdsbearing.com
Bearing & Drive Systems is pleased to offer the services of our Class 1000 clean room, located in Strongsville, Ohio. Our white room is one of the largest in the country, with all the latest equipment available. This facility stocks over 200 types of oils and grease and allows us to degrease and relubricate bearings for any application including: Aircraft, Miniature/Instrument, Industrial (up to 600mm OD), Automotive, Electric Motor, Food Grade, and High/Low temperature (50ºF to 600ºF).

In addition to flushing and relubrication capabilities, BDS offers the following services:

- Change seals from rubber to Teflon in accordance with Military standard specifications.
- Repackage and label bearing box to customer specifications.
- Flush and relubricate shielded and sealed bearings.
- Certificates of lubrication are provided with every shipment.
- Can relubricate without shield removal.
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Bearing & Drive Systems has multiple saws and can custom cut our Case Hardened Linear Shafting to your customers exact specifications. All sizes of standard aluminum support rails are available from stock and can be combined with Pre-drilled Linear Shafting for a complete ready to install assembly.

A newly arriving product line is a full range of Turned Ground and Polished (TG&P) 1045 carbon steel meeting all AISI standards. This material is available with and without a full length keyway.

When special machined shafts are required, including all drilling, tapping, milling, turning and grinding Bearing & Drive Systems is your one stop source. Bearing & Drive Systems can drop ship your order directly to your customer using your packing list saving you precious time and expense from handling difficult packages. On most standard orders same day shipment may be an option at no extra charge. We look forward to helping you with any of your shafting requirements.

Contact: Ray Bloch
Phone: 800-830-4468 or 440-846-4272
Fax: 440-846-1994 E-mail: Ray@BDSBearing.com
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We provide our services to many bearing manufacturers and their authorized distributors.
BDS IS PROUD TO ANNOUNCE A NEW SERVICE
GSN - GLOBAL SOURCING NETWORK

BDS now offers distributors a new service to source hard to locate bearings from our worldwide network. We will locate the item, quote you a delivered price to your facility, handle all inbound freight and import documents.

The most important service we provide is that we will check each item to verify it is not a counterfeit product. To receive a more comprehensive report on how our Global Sourcing Network can help you, contact one of our sales representatives at BDS.

For any inquiries or questions regarding any of our products or services please contact a BDS sales representative. (800) 772-2479

CONCERNED ABOUT COUNTERFEIT BEARINGS?
SO ARE WE!

Bearing and Drive Systems has an extensive on site counterfeit prevention program to help protect you and your customer.

Bearing and Drive Systems has a 24 STEP INSPECTION process which includes: metallurgical testing, digital hardness testing photos, and reports on all bearings that we supply to you.

BDS and BMC are actively working with bearing manufacturers and anti-counterfeit personnel to stay current with the latest methods of identifying these inferior products.

Metallurgical Testing
Hardness Testing
CMM Dimensional Testing
Need a modification? Bearings Manufacturing Company (BMC) is a wholly-owned division of Bearing & Drive Systems. BMC has the capability to do everything from simple snap ring grooves to complete rebuilds of four-row tapered roller bearings, and everything in between. Clearance and preload changes, I.D. and O.D. grinding, precision matching, key slots and many other modifications are available. BMC also manufactures many types of bearings.

Visit www.bmcbearing.com, www.bmc-inc.us or call BMC for information and pricing today!